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Based on the wildly popular Instagram account @CrazyJewishMom, Kate Siegel's essay
collection is about life with the woman who redefined the term helicopter mom.There is nothing
more wonderful than a mother's love. There is also nothing more annoying. Who else can
proudly insist that you're perfect while simultaneously making you question every career,
fashion, and relationship decision you have ever made?No one understands the delicate mother-
daughter dynamic better than Kate Siegel - her own mother drove her so crazy that she decided
to broadcast their hilarious conversations on Instagram. Soon hundreds of thousands of people
were following their daily text exchanges, eager to see what outrageous thing Kate's mom would
do next.Now, in Mother, Can You Not?, Kate pays tribute to the woman whose helicopter
parenting may make your mom look like Mother Teresa. If fans think Kate's mom's texts are
insane, they will laugh out loud at the anecdotes her daughter shares in this collection. From
embarrassing moments (like her mother's surprise early morning visit, catching Kate in bed with
her crush) to outrageous stories (such as the time she moved cross country to be near Kate's
college) to hilarious mantras ("NO STD TEST, YOU WON'T BE GETTING SEXED!"), Mother,
Can You Not? lovingly lampoons the lengths to which our mothers will go to better our lives
(even if it feels like they're ruining them in the process).

About the AuthorAn Italian opera composer and librettist, Ruggero Leoncavallo (1857–1919) is
best known for the 1892 opera Pagliacci, but he created a wide variety of works throughout his
career, including "Mattinata," a song immortalized by the great Enrico Caruso.
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Laura Garth, “Go Ahead and Order, Also go Follow Them. I follow the @crazyjewishmom
account on Instagram and though I'd like to say I discovered the gem of an account all on my
own but I can't. I started following the account after the first BuzzFeed article hit my iPhone
screen. I added the account to have laugh from time to time as there is no possible way
someone's mother is actually texting what she thinks 24/7. I became hooked and checked the
account multiple times a day it's just became a habit, I was following in anticipation of "Meeting
SuperJew" for the first time. I then followed Kate E Siegel and was there when she left her job
and started posting about this little book that I'm supposed to be writing a review for not giving
you my back story of following her. So here it is, I pre-ordered Mother, Can You Not? Back in
January, and waited and waited with anticipation for my book to arrive. Monday April 4th..ping,
your order is out for delivery...Tuesday April 5th...ping, your order has arrived. So you bet
Tuesday when I got home from work I could wait to see the book in my hands. Wednesday was a
dull day of work so unfortunately I didn't not start reading the book just yet..but Thursday oh
Thursday was my day off and I was goin to read til my little hearts content. Now this is where my
review really starts and honestly should have started like this but whatever if your still reading
keep going! I started Mother, Can You Not? and I just could not put the book down, I read the
entire thing from cover to cover from the letter to the Lawyer and Acknowledgements. The
chapters are quick and easy to get through and the fact that he content in this book is quite
hilarious just makes you want to know what crazy story is coming next...how was Kate not
mortified her entire life and does Kim really think it's normal to just blurt that out/or do that? I was
laughing so hard that my own mother(who was upstairs working) asked me what I was watching,
to her I responded nothing I'm reading my book. I don't usually read a lot, I get into a book and it
really has to hold my attention to keep me reading..I look for suspense now this isn't a full on
suspense book in the traditional setting but to me it was because I couldn't wait to find out what
crazy thing Kim would do in the next chapter. In closing go follow @CrazyJewisMom and
@KateESiegel (they are on Instagram and Twitter), read a few of the many convos shared
between Kate and Kim, but first order your copy of Mother, Can You Not? so you'll be ready to
dive in in once the book arrives at your door!This next statement is for Kate and Kim, I know Kim
loves her #'s and I've thought of one to help her promote your book...feel free to use it if you'd
like #IfYouDontHaveABookInHandYouDontHaveAMan”

Linn Lauvset, “(Not so patiently) Waiting for Siegel's next book. I stumbled upon
@crazyjewishmom the spring of 2014, and like to think myself one of the early followers of this
truly funny Instagram account. Kate Siegel chronicles her life with an over-protective, over-
involved, over-the-top mom in a hilarious way using this account and screen shots of their
wonderful conversations. Siegel takes it one step further with her first book - letting us get to
know the closeness of her and her mother, and tales from a childhood with the world's first



"Drone-Mom". For any daughter, this is a great read. I am sure it might even be a wake up call to
some mothers.Siegel balances on that narrow line we all do; of loving our mothers to bits, and
silently wanting to ship them off to a deserted island with no cellphone coverage and even less
transportation possibilities back to our lives.We've all had those moments with our moms where
we'd like to pretend we don't know them. But, we have not all traveled cross-country on a man-
hunt for a Princeton official, staging a 'meet-cute' just in order to ensure college enrollment. Nor
have we all had our moms befriend a gay Jewish stripper, and have this stripper help us move
into our apartment. Kate's mother Kim truly is one of a kind, but their relationship - whilst boarder
line insane - is one most might feel kinship to.Siegel's first book is eloquent yet down-to-earth
and an easy read. It's witty, the story is relatable, and you are left with the feeling of "phew, at
least my mom isn't that bat-shit" and at the same time "I wish Kim Friedman was my best friend".”

Karen E. Ehlers, “HOW CAN YOU NOT READ THIS BOOK?. I don't know how I missed all the
PR for this book. I'm a religious follower of both Instagram and BuzzFeed but I still missed
hearing about them until yesterday. But I'm glad I got in on the release day!It's been a long, long
time since I've had this much fun reading a book. I read it in one sitting. I giggled my whole
afternoon away. And that was perfect since I was kinda down in the dumps about my own lack of
love life.The combination of Kate's good nature and acceptance of her very loving, 'drone' mom
is really what makes the book so endearing. Her mother's bravado in her own life led Kate
fearlessness in her own life - and who doesn't want a mom like that?My mom's been gone 10
years but I saw a spark of my own mother in Kate's. Life is what you make it and really, why not
try? I heard those words from my mom a lot and I always thought she was crazy.Guess what?
She was just being right. And a mom.So, if you're have a tough time with your own mom (or
daughter!) relationship - I suggest you sit down immediately and read this book. You might see
her differently. Really. Really. Really.Personally, I think this might make a very funny TV series.
Or can this kind of cray-cray really ever be captured except through Kate's book and Instagram
account? Who knows.I'm just hoping for a second book!Thanks for the fun, Kate! And kisses
and hugs to your mom and dad.”

SVP, “Not another viral-star book. The problem with millenials that have gained notoriety through
viral moments is that they frequently can't match up to that critical success when they're handed
a publishing deal.Thankfully, Kate Friedman-Siegel has thrown that trope out of the window. The
book is hilarious, engaging and wonderfully written. There's equal self-deprecation and self-
promotion, playing off one another in a delightful tango. I loved it and I shall be recommending it
to everyone I know. Perfect for a light and relaxing read.”

Caroline Wholey, “BRILLIANT AND VERY VERY FUNNY. Best comedic book I've read in a
LONG time! Eye watering hilarious - do NOT read on public transport as you WILL laugh out
aloud. Impossible not to as Kate Siegel writes fluently and easily with a honed knack for telling a



funny story... Years of training?? Perfect perfect holiday read except that I couldn't wait and my
entire life went on hold til I finished the book despite the grumpy husband and the disgruntled
unwalked dogs.”

Shannon K, “Love from Scotland.. I received this book approximately 3 and a half hours ago and
finished it 45 minutes ago. I managed to pull myself away for a quick shower, but I literally could
not put it down.This book warmed my heart - between the crazy adventures, the important and
insightful lessons of life and the love that clearly exists between this family; there was no
competition between this and a Critical Article Review (due Monday!). My productivity may have
been non-existent but I have no regrets. I loved it all. The writing is fantastic! There was no telling
when I'd burst into laughter (and then be subjected to questioning glares from my family).
Immediately after, I passed the book to my mother and was graced with, "You've finished
already?!" She will soon understand.It's a feel-good book: one of laughter, lessons and love. No
one can read this and experience negative emotions.”

Matthew rubino, “Doesn't disappoint. Only drawback to this book-it finished!It was so
unbelievably funny and i didn't want it to end.I have followed crazy Jewish mom on Instagram for
a while and pre-ordered this book as soon as I could.It arrived today and I have finished it
already. I literally didn't want to put it down.I want Kim as my mum!”

FJD, “Funniest thing I've read in years!. This is the funniest book I have read in a long time. I
genuinely laughed out loud in so many places. I've followed the instagram account for a long
time and it is one of the few ones I will search out to see what I've missed and the book is even
better. Kate Siegel is entertaining and witty but what comes across the most is that (for all the
humour and crazy stories) it's an insight into a really loving family and a mum who will do just
about anything to support her kid. Seriously, I wish I'd been thrown a period party!”

The book by Fred S. Kleiner has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 967 people have provided feedback.
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